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Abstract: In the steel industries an automated system is available to weigh the railway 

wagons, but wagon numbers has to be registered manually, which is time consuming and 

error prone. Tracking wagons with weight and numbers becomes a difficult task. The project 

mainly demonstrates an automated weighing and number registration system which can make 

the system entirely efficient and error free. 
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I.   INTRODUCTION 

From the steel ventures a lot of merchandise is transported through railroad wagons. 

In the event that we done the number following physically there might be a possibility of 

human errors. There are two focuses where human blunder can happen while recording it on 

paper and keeping in mind that encouraging it into the framework. So weighing and 

numbering must be accomplished for each wagon. So to beat this issue we built up the 

framework in which the framework will initially create a remarkable wagon number and 

deliver a scanner tag for it. At that point in the measuring office, it will measure the wagon 

and output its standardized tag and enlist its weight with number. A scanner tag is an optical, 

machine-clear, portrayal of information; the information ordinarily depicts something about 

the protest that conveys the standardized tag. Initially standardized tags methodically spoke 

to information by changing the widths and spacing of parallel lines, and might be alluded to 

as direct or one-dimensional (1D). Later two-dimensional (2D) codes were produced, 

utilizing rectangles, specks, hexagons and other geometric examples in two measurements, 

generally called standardized tags despite the fact that they don't utilize bars all things 

considered. Standardized tags were at first examined by unique optical scanners called 

scanner tag peruses A heap cell is a transducer that is utilized to make an electrical flag 

whose extent is specifically relative to the compel being measured. The different sorts of load 

cells incorporate water powered load cells, pneumatic load cells and strain gage stack cells.. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

[1].Name-Managing the gross weight on railAuthor-Harold D. Harrison, Li Cheng, 

William GeMeiner  Year-April 4-6, 2006. 

 This framework depicts both the working hypothesis behind the framework outline 

and the financial advantages picked up by observing auto stack conveyance powerfully at 

operational prepare speeds. At long last, this paper talks about other related issues and 

potential future upgrades of the present framework.  
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[2].Name-Radio Frequency Identification Based Rail Wagon Monitoring System 

Author- V. K. Sharma, Yogita M. Vaidya Year-May 2007  

The proposed configuration means to take care of the issue of manual mistake prompting 

computerization of the wagon following framework in railroad framework. The paper 

displays a Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) based rail following plan. The framework 

depends on RFID Global System for Mobiles (GSM) and inserted parts. The extent of the 

paper is identified with rail organize.  

[3].Name-An Innovative High Speed Weigh in Motion System for Railway Vehicles 

Author-B. Allotta, G. Gaburri, A. Innocenti, L. Marini, E. Meli, L. Pugi, P. D’Adamio 

Year-2013 

In this framework the creators display an imaginative calculation for rapid WIM 

applications to gauge the wheel heaps of trains by methods for aberrant track estimations. 

The definition of the calculation is very broad and it can be altered for a few track 

estimations. The WIM calculation forms the arrangement of test physical amounts picked as 

track contributions by methods for estimation systems in view of minimum square (LSQ) 

minimization procedures. 

[4].Name-An innovative algorithm for train detection Author-Benedetto Allotta_, 

PierlucaD’Adamio_, AliceInnocenti_, Enrico Meli_, LucaPugi 

This framework introduces an inventive prepare discovery calculation, ready to play out the 

prepare limitation, by assessing its speed, crossing time moments and hub number. The point 

of the proposed arrangement is to utilize a similar handling way to deal with assess every one 

of these amounts, beginning from the information of the vertical loads on the sleepers 

specifically measured on the track. The sources of info are prepared through cross 

relationship operations to extricate the required data as far as speed, crossing time moments 

and hub counter. 

 

III.  SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

3.1 Architecture 

We propose to develop a system with Load cell and Microcontroller interfaced with 

the PC to record the weight of the wagon and use barcode to identify each wagon uniquely. 

This system consists of 2 modules:- 

1. Wagon Registration by generating unique barcode for each wagon 

2. Wagon weight and number registration 
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Figure 3.1.1 Architecture of proposed system  

3.1.1    Prototype 

 The system will first generate a unique Wagon number and produce a barcode for it. 

 Then at the weighing department, it will weigh the wagon and scan its barcode and 

registers it weight with number. 

The proposed system is having two modules barcode generate module & Weighing 

and registering in the first module, the system will generate unique barcode for each 

wagon and in the weighing module the wagon is weighed and weight is stored in the 

database. 

3.2 Requirements 

                       Hardware requirements 

 Microcontroller: Arduino Nano Microcontroller board 

 Weighing Machine: Load Cell 

 Barcode Scanner 

 HX711 IC 

 Printer: Laser Printer (canon) 

                Software requirements 

 Language: VB.net, Embedded C 

 Database: MySQL Server  

 Tools: Visual Studio 2008, Arduino IDE 

3.3 Sequence diagram 

A succession graph is a cooperation chart that shows how objects work with each other and in 

what arrange. It is a develop of a message succession graph A succession outline indicates 

protest cooperation organized in time grouping. It portrays the articles and classes required in 

the situation and the grouping of messages traded between the items expected to do the 

usefulness of the situation. Grouping outlines are normally connected with utilize case 

acknowledge in the Logical View of the framework being worked on. Grouping charts are here 

and there called occasion graphs or occasion situations. 
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Figure 3.3.1 Sequence diagram of Wagon Entry module 

 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION DETAIL 

4.1 Modules/Scope Diagram 

The project is divided into two modules those are: 

1. Wagon entry & coding module 

2. Wagon weighing & entry module 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                        Figure 4.1.1 Sequence diagram of Wagon Entry module 

1. Wagon entry & Coding module 

 This is the first module of our project as shown in the figure 6.1. 

 This module will be used at the manufacturing plant. 

 After each wagon is manufactured, it is given a unique code & a barcode is 

generated and stick to the wagon. 

 (VB.net) is used for coding. 
2. Wagon Weighing & Entry module 

 This is the second module of our project as shown in the figure 6.1. 

 This module will be the quality check and weighing module. 

 Each wagon after manufacturing is weighed & the data is updated in the 

central database. 

 (VB.net) is used for coding. 

Wagon entry & 

Coding Module 

Wagon weighing 

& entry module 
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ADVANTAGES: 

 Transaction purposes to receipt customers for the measure of item delivered or, as a 

client, to guarantee your shipper isn't cheating  

 To decide the mass of wagons keeping in mind the end goal to gather cargo income 

from shippers  

 To abstain from over-burdening which can harm wagons and foundation, and 

unconventional stacking which can prompt crashes  

 For resource administration to limit high effect loads, particularly at track 

discontinuities like track joints, turnouts or intersections  

 To guarantee any spillage of dangerous payload is distinguished quickly upon landing 

in the conveyance warehouse  

 For compound applications, as Rail weight frameworks don't have any establishments 

or depressions to trap heavier than air hazardous gasses  

 For stack control to alter the material stream parameters amid programmed mass 

stacking to boost the payload without over-burdening  

 

V.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

             Figure 5.1  User/Admin login page 

This page is for login admin/user with their login ID& password. 
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Figure 5.2  User Registration Form 

 

The above page is for user registration this is having all the details as above. And we 

have created data grid view and the contents of data grid view are (serial no, user ID, Desig, 

Username). The below query is to create table tbluser.  

 create table tbluser(uid text(50),pwd text(50),uname text(50),desig text(40),phone 

text(40)); 

 The data grid view is created in visual studio 2008 by drag and drop method. 
 

 

 

Figure 5.3 wagon registration and barcode generation 

This is the form for wagon registration and barcode generation, where user has to 

register wagons with their ID. 

 The query is used to create table tblwagon. 

create table tblwagon(wid text(40),wtype text(50),wdesc text(200),mdate text(40),wwt 

text(30)); 

 Here also we used data grid view same as tbluser. 

 To generate the barcode we use one inbuilt library file in visual studio 2008, that file 

is OnBarcode.Barcode.WinForms.dll 

 By calling function associated with this file the barcode will generate automatically 

and stores it. 
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Figure 5.4 wagon weight display form 

This form is to weigh the wagons & store the weight into the database. After weighing 

it will get all the details of that wagon by clicking on question mark (?). 

 The formula used to calculate the weight of wagon is given below. 

We declared one variable as Rxabsolute and we kept 70gms weight on 

loadcell then it is showing weight as 17gms so to calculate actual weight we 

written this formula. 

       wwt = (Val(RxAbsolute) * 70) / 17 

        lblWWt.Text = Decimal.Round(wwt) &" gms" 

 To fetch the data from the database we have written the code as given below. 

        sql = "SELECT * FROM tblwagon WHERE wid='"& wid &"'" 

 

 
Figure 5.6 wagon data report 

After weighing all the wagons the report is generated as shown in the figure 5.6.and 

the report is stored in the selected disk drive so that we can take print of that whenever we 

need it.  

If the wagon ID is not found in the database the system display an error message as “wagon 

with this ID does not exist” as shown in the figure 5.7 and if the data is present in the 

database then the system will store & update the weight successfully as shown in the figure 

5.8. 
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Figure 5.7 Error if the wagon ID not found in the database 

 

Figure 5.8 wagon weight stored successfully 

The exactness assessment of rail wagon weighing and number following given by the 

proposed demonstrate was analyzed utilizing a model. What's more, utilizing standardized tag 

era module there is zero chance of human blunders. The proposed framework will store the 

exact wagon weight into the database and numbering is additionally done consequently by 

the framework. The proposed work should add to the steel businesses and railroad ventures 

by giving a computerized wagon measuring and number following framework. The proposed 

framework ought to likewise build the precision. The execution is to enhance exactness and 

handy scalability. By utilizing this framework steel industry can measure the wagons with no 

blunders. And furthermore we can counteract over-burdening of wagons that can prompt 

harm of railroad track and lessen the life of wagons. What's more, our framework will beat 

these issues by executing a computerized framework. 

 

Barcodes generated by our system: 
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CONCLUSION 

 Effective usage of a basic railroad wagon-weighing and number following plan utilizing 

Barcode and microcontroller based framework. With an upgrade in the semiconductor 

innovation i.e. an IC HX711 will be accessible with simple flag increasing limit which will 

improve the extent of the venture for steel enterprises and additionally for Indian Rail 

industry. Such mechanization is in incredible interest for Steel ventures where expansive 

measure of products is transported through prepare and there is possibility of human mistakes 

while doing it physically. 
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